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Essilor Instruments launches Delta2, an all-in-one 

solution for tracing, centering and edging. 

Essilor Instruments is expanding its range of solutions for labs and 

workshops with the introduction of Delta2, a new compact edging system 

combining the functionality of a tracer, center/blocker and edger in one 

compact unit. 

Delta2 brings a new level of simplicity and performance enabling opticians 

to work with more comfort, speed and precision.  Designed to be more user-friendly and intuitive, Delta2 

features a new single display to pilot all tasks traditionally performed on two or three separate machines. This 

all-in-one functionality meets a growing need in today’s workshops for compact and cost-effective solutions 

that increase productivity and improve ergonomics by eliminating the need to move from one machine to 

another. 

Delta2 offers a new ‘Place and Trace’ technology enabling any lens shape to be traced in seconds as well as 

Optical Shape Tracing technology to ensure complete precision in 3D lens contours. It traces all types of lenses 

including demo lenses, re-cut lenses and patterns irrespective of lens colour or power. 

Its patented system works in a smooth and continuous operation to streamline the number of hand 

movements required to center and block lenses in all types of materials (up to base 6 and including 

hydrophobic lenses). In addition, a full parallel workflow enables the optician to prepare a new job while 

edging a lens at the same time. 

Delta2 is available in three configurations – classic, grooving/chamfering, drilling depending on need and is 

fully compatible with mechanical tracers or with remote edging services.  

  
 
For more information, visit www.essilor-instruments.com 
 

About Essilor Instruments 

Essilor Instruments is a division of the Essilor group which develops and distributes products and services for opticians and optometrists 

throughout the world. Its goal is to provide to ECPs the solutions and technologies that will meet their business needs and will help them 

to build a trustful relationship with their patients.  Through continuous innovation, Essilor Instruments has reached a leading position in 

several categories such as finishing equipment, vision performance screening, fitting parameter measurement and small tools and 

consumables. 

Essilor Instruments’ flagship brands include Mr. Blue®, Mr. Orange®, Neksia™, M’Eye Fit®, M’Eye e-Store®, Visiotest®, Visiosmart™ and 

Stereo Optical®. 


